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Bedrooms: 4 Bathrooms: 3 Parkings: 2 Area: 800 m2 Type: House
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Auction

Perched majestically with elevated mountain views and sunsets like no other, No.16 Bronze Wing Circuit stands as the

epitome of coastal luxury, seamlessly blending cutting-edge 'Smart Home' technology, panoramic vistas, and lavish

amenities. Crafted to deliver an unparalleled living experience, this architectural masterpiece redefines modern coastal

living.A versatile floor plan provides separation for the largest of families, in law accommodation or perfect teenager

space for everyone to have their own zones, but come together as one in the living, dining, entertaining, pool area with

multiple chill out zones.From the moment you step inside, you're greeted by an airy, light-filled entryway that leads

seamlessly to the heart of the home-the main living zone. Here, family gatherings find their centre amidst captivating

views and seamless indoor-outdoor flow. A generously appointed guest suite, strategically placed for privacy, offers pool

vistas and direct access through a thoughtfully integrated laundry from the double garage.The epitome of excellence

awaits in the state-of-the-art kitchen, a culinary haven adorned with top-of-the-line Miele appliances, seamlessly

integrated and voice-controlled for effortless functionality. Adorned with clean lines and bespoke storage solutions, this

culinary masterpiece promises a sensory journey of culinary delights against a backdrop of breathtaking hinterland

panoramas.Every level of this abode offers a vista to behold, from the expansive entertaining balcony to the secluded

master retreat. Immerse yourself in luxury within the sky-high master sanctuary, featuring grand proportions, opulent

ensuite facilities, and bespoke walk-in robes. A flexible space adjacent to the master suite offers versatility as a private

office or extended retreat, ensuring every need is met with grace and style.Exquisite craftsmanship and opulent finishes

grace every corner, from the Black-butt floorboards to the sumptuous stone vanities. Embrace leisure in the

purpose-built theater or revel in family fun by the fully automated magnesium pool, complete with ambient lighting,

heating, and a picturesque poolside terrace.This residence is a testament to sustainability, boasting an 18kW solar system

and Tesla Power wall battery, ensuring self-sufficiency and environmental stewardship. Positioned in an exclusive

no-through street atop Peregian Springs, it offers unparalleled tranquillity, complemented by proximity to pristine

beaches, esteemed schools, and the allure of Noosa's cosmopolitan charm.Architecturally built home in 2021 by

Orenshaw.Smart home features including ipads, talk to Alexa re lights, air con and more.Stunning elevated sunsets and

mountain views.Walk to St Andrews Anglican and Peregian State and Habitat Early childcare.Walk to Coles, Cafes,

Parks.5 minutes to Peregian Beach.


